FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
FULCRUM CONCEPTS RECEIVES STC FOR BELL 429 HARDPOINTS
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has issued Fulcrum a Supplemental Type Certificate
(STC) #SR01068DE for external carriage hardpoints for the Bell 429 helicopter.

February 19, 2021 – Fulcrum Concepts is pleased to announce that the FAA has
approved a Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) for Fulcrum designed hardpoints for
the Bell 429 helicopter. The hardpoints increase the Bell 429 aircraft capability by
providing mounts for carriage of side-mounted external payloads.
Fulcrum’s Bell 429 Hardpoints include a common hardpoint lug pitch without
infringing on the aircraft’s door functionality. The hardpoints provide both forward
and aft mount support and add the ability to mount wings and other external stores on
the Bell 429 where none existed before. Each of the four hardpoint locations can
structurally support up to 950 lbs.
In September 2020, Fulcrum’s FAA Part 145 Repair Station modified FLIR Systems Inc.
Bell 429 helicopter with the hardpoints. According to Scott Richman, Fulcrum
Managing Member, “These B429 Hardpoints enable increased aircraft capabilities by
allowing third-party equipment to attach to the aircraft without adversely affecting
cabin door functionality of the aircraft.”
Fulcrum is working on a host of additional equipment items for attachment to the
hardpoints including weapon and sensor stores as well as various camera fittings and
cargo containers to meet the needs of their diverse customer base. An ICD (Interface
Control Document) will be available to equipment manufacturers for inclusion of
third-party items.
Fulcrum specializes in providing lightweight, elegant solutions for aircraft. Combining
advanced engineering with direct military combat experience, the veteran owned
company provides in-house engineering, integration, and state of the art
weaponization. As an FAA approved Part 145 Repair Station, Fulcrum is truly a “onestop shop.”
###

ABOUT FULCRUM CONCEPTS, LLC:
Fulcrum Concepts, LLC is a service disabled, veteran-owned, small business that provides innovative services
and products to solve requirements for its customers. Fulcrum Concepts, LLC specializes in solutions for tactical
aviation organizations and is structured to provide comprehensive solutions that begin with an initial
requirement and end with fielded products. At Fulcrum Concepts, the unique combination of operational
experience and a robust aerospace engineering capability enable the company to provide elegant, lightweight,
enduring solutions for its customers.
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